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Abstract

Paratuberculosis, also known as Johne’s disease (JD), is a chronic contagious disease,

caused by Mycobacterium avium subsp. paratuberculosis (MAP). The disease is incurable,

fatal and causes economic losses estimated to exceed 200 million dollars to the U.S. dairy

industry annually. Several preventive and control measures have been recommended; how-

ever, only a few of these measures have been validated empirically. Using a nested com-

partmental (NC) modeling approach, the main objective of this research was to identify the

best combination of control and preventive measures that minimizes the prevalence and

incidence of JD and the risk of MAP occurrence in a dairy herd. The NC model employs both

MAP transmission estimates and data on pen movement of cattle on a dairy to quantify the

effectiveness of control and preventive measures. To obtain reasonable ranges of parame-

ter values for between-pen movements, the NC model was fitted to the movement data of

four typical California dairy farms. Using the estimated ranges of the movement parameters

and those of JD from previous research, the basic reproduction number was calculated to

measure the risk of MAP occurrence in each pen environment as well as the entire dairy.

Although the interventions evaluated by the NC model were shown to reduce the infection,

no single measure alone was capable of eradicating the infection. The numerical simulations

suggest that a combination of test and cull with more frequent manure removal is the most

effective method in reducing incidence, prevalence and the risk of MAP occurrence. Other

control measures such as limiting calf-adult cow contacts, raising calves in a disease-free

herd or colostrum management were less effective.
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Introduction

Johne’s disease (JD) is a chronic, infectious gastrointestinal disease of domestic and wild rumi-

nants (i.e. cattle, sheep, goats, deer, and bison), caused by Mycobacterium avium subsp. paratu-
berculosis (MAP). Johne’s disease is a global disease, which was first observed in dairy cows in

1895 [1]. Environmental viability studies found that MAP can survive for 8 months in feces at

ambient conditions [2] and for 19 months in water at 38 degrees of centigrade. MAP remains

viable in a desiccated state for up to 47 months [3]. MAP is difficult to eradicate from a herd,

because the pathogen persists in the environment for a long time.

Upon infection with MAP, cattle undergo an asymptomatic period which can last for years.

As the disease advances, an infected cow eventually becomes overtly symptomatic with

decreased milk production, persistent diarrhea, and despite having no changes in appetite, the

affected animal will exhibit progressive wasting and death if not culled. The very slow progres-

sion of JD and the difficulty in identifying infected animals due to imperfect diagnostic tests

contribute to the difficulty in conducting MAP control measure studies. Accurate and detailed

data from testing animals throughout their lifespan and at slaughter are often not available [4].

As a result, researchers have relied on mathematical and statistical models to study transmis-

sion dynamics of MAP. Infectious disease modeling and simulation can also be used to deter-

mine the effects of control policies and to identify the risk factors contributing to disease

spread [5, 6, 7, 8].

Although between-pen cattle movement is an important factor in the spread of infectious

diseases, it has been largely ignored in the modeling and analysis of various infectious diseases

of farmed ruminants. Many studies [7, 8] include a diffusion term to capture the cattle move-

ment, however, these models assume random movement of cattle throughout the farm rather

than the purposeful movement of cattle between pens for management reasons. In addition,

recent studies have used network data to study the dynamic of cattle trade movements [9].

However, most of network models only investigate the mobility patterns of individual animals

among farms and ignore between-pen cattle movements within each farm. Without consider-

ing between- pen cattle movements it would be difficult to provide meaningful inferences per-

taining to within and between-pen disease transmission dynamics.

The objective of this study was to create a nested compartmental (NC) model for MAP

transmission which accounts for progression of the disease and also the movement of cattle

between pens on a dairy. The model fitted to the cattle movement data and employed to assess

control and preventive measures. Using the numerical simulations of the model we identified

the most optimal intervention combinations yielding the greatest reduction of JD incidence

and prevalence on a dairy.

Materials and methods

NC model justification and design

Cattle movements between pens can modify the contact rates between MAP in the environ-

ment, susceptible and infected cattle. The changes in cattle population and contact patterns are

more complicated than concept of random mixing assumed in most infectious disease models.

In practice, the continuous management-based changes in pen populations on a dairy can

strongly influence MAP transmission dynamics and the effects of MAP control measures.

Thus, an NC model for MAP transmission on a dairy farm was constructed by considering the

states of MAP infection in dairy cattle as well as the frequency and patterns of cattle move-

ments between pens on a dairy. The Cattle Movement (CM) model is a compartmental model

formulated with a set of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) and acts as the shell or outer

A nested compartmental model to assess the efficacy of paratuberculosis control measures
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layer of the NC model. The CM model represents different pens on a dairy and within each

pen type, a compartmental MAP transmission model is embedded according to the age of cat-

tle in the respective pen.

The cattle movement model. The CM model encompasses the different production

stages common to large dairy herds (�500 milking cows) which represented 47% of US dairies

in 2007 [10]. The CM model was constructed by dividing the dairy into pen types that closely

represent cattle housing on a dairy. The pens include the calf nursery, growing and breeding

pens, post-calving (fresh), high and low milk production, and non-milking (dry) cow pens for

a total of 14 pen types. Table 1 lists the pen types, descriptions and the expected residence

times per given animal.

Fig 1 is a flowchart of the CM model depicting the dynamics of moving dairy cattle between

pens on a dairy. Although several dairy farms may have different pen structures, the illustrated

flowchart is widely accepted among researchers and practitioners. Moreover, the flowchart

represents the pen types, and there can be multiple pens of each type.

Calves born to nulliparous females also known as springers (female cattle which have never

given birth before) in pen 5, are transported to the pre-weaned calf hutches, collectively

Table 1. Pen types, description and the approximate range of residence time on large (�500 milking cows) US dairies.

Pen Number Pen Type Pen description Residence time

1 Pre-weaned The period between birth and weaning 2–4 months

2 Post-weaned The period after weaning; the rumen is 6–12 months

developed enough that the animal can

survive without milk

3 Breeding Breeding of female cattle (heifers) for 1–3 months

their first pregnancy

4 Pregnant Pregnant cows 7–8 months

5 Springers Heifers close to giving birth (calving) 6–8 weeks

6 Fresh milking Cows in their first lactation that just 0–3 weeks

or Hospital L = 1 calved (fresh) and started lactating

7 Fresh milking Cows in their second or greater 1–12 months

or Hospital L>1 lactation

8 High milking First lactation cows in their high milk 1–12 months

L = 1 production phase of their lactation

9 Low milking First lactation cows in their low milk 1–12 months

L = 1 production phase of their lactation

(post-peak).

10 High milking Second or greater lactation cows in their 1–12 months

L>1 high milk production phase of their

lactation

11 Low milking Second or greater lactation cows in their 1–12 months

L>1 low milk production phase of their

lactation

12 Dry cows Cows that ceased milk production cows 4–8 weeks

as in the case of late pregnancy

13 Close up Cows close to calving 1–7 days

14 Calving The act of delivery or giving birth to 1–7 days

a calf

Note: There could be multiple pens of each type. The actual number of pens within a pen type can vary by herd size and dairy management.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203190.t001
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identified here, pen 1. Also, calves born to parous females in pen 14, which are either unipar-

ous (first lactation) or multiparous (second and greater lactation), are transported to pen 1.

Once calves are weaned they are moved to pen 2, post-weaned group pens. On a dairy that

raises female heifers for breeding, heifer calves are moved to pen 3 at breeding age and to pen

4 when pregnant. As the pregnant heifer approach calving (birth) they are moved to the

springers pen, where they calve; or, depending on the dairy’s management, may be moved to

an individual or group maternity pen. Because it is common for springers to calve in the close-

up pens, the CM model was designed as such.

The recently calved females, now first lactation (uniparous) dams, are then moved to pen 6

after calving. Pen 6 (fresh/hospital) houses only recently calved first lactation cows separated

from multiparous cows. This is a common management practice since older cows tend to be

more dominant and may limit the younger smaller uniparous females’ access to feed. Further-

more, depending on the dairy’s management, pen 6 may also serve as a hospital pen to facili-

tate segregation of colostrum and milk produced in the first few days post-calving since both

are not saleable for human consumption and hence are not milked into the bulk tank on the

dairy.

Pen 8 houses high producing (high-milk production) cows. When milk production begins

to decline, first lactation cows are moved to the low-production pen 9. Later in lactation and as

milking cows approach calving, they will undergo dry-off, an industry term referring to the

Fig 1. Compartmental diagram of cattle movements between different pen types (the actual number of pens can be higher, but the farm structure remains the

same). Dashed lines represent the movement of newborn calves. The rate of moving from pen type i to pen type j is denoted by di, j, for i, j = 1, . . ., 14. Birth and

mortality rates are denoted by bi and mi for i = 1, . . ., 14, respectively.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203190.g001
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voluntary cessation of milking approximately 60 days prior to calving, a period necessary to

replenish a cow’s body reserves and initiation of colostrum production in preparation for the

new born calf. Dry-off cows are moved to pen 12 until before calving (usually 1 to 2 weeks)

when they are then moved to the close-up pen (pen 13) and fed a different ration. Cows that

start calving are moved to the calving (maternity) pen 14 and once calved they are moved to

pen 7, the fresh/hospital pen.

Pen 7 houses multiparous (calved more than once) fresh cows (an industry term for female

cattle that recently calved) to segregate and collect their colostrum and the first 1 to 7 days of

milk, depending on the type of antibiotics used at dry-off to avoid antibiotic residues in milk

sold for human consumption. As with uniparous females, high-milking cows are moved to

pen 10 and as milk production declines they are moved to pen 11, the low milking pen. Mov-

ing cattle between pens includes redundancy in the fresh/hospital, high-milking, and low-

milking pens, essentially separating calves (pens 1 and 2), heifers (pens 3 to 5) and adult cows

(pens 6 to 14). Thereafter, a cow circulates through these last six pens: 12, 13, 14, 7, 10, and 11,

throughout its productive lifespan, which is about 4.8 years [11]. Moving cattle between pens

was assumed to occur at a constant rate of dij from pen i to pen j. Cows are moved from one

pen to another in a prescribed sequence that depends on their age (i.e., calf (i = 1, 2), heifer

(i = 3, 4, 5), and adult (i = 6,. . ., 14)), their state of productivity (high milking, low milking, dry

cow (i = 10, 11, 12), and/or state of health or fertility (breeding, pregnancy, calving, fresh/hos-

pital (i = 3, . . ., 7)). Birth and purchase rate (bj), as well as culling and all-cause mortality rate

(mi) affect the pen totals at any point in time. Following the CM model structure (Fig 1), the

corresponding set of ODEs was developed as equation (1) (see S3 Appendix).

Estimating the between-pen movement rates. Data from four California dairies was

accessed retrospectively through their dairy herd improvement software (DairyComp 305,

Valley Agricultural Software, Tulare, CA) (S4 Appendix). Records from varying intervals of

time between January 2011, to June 2015 were used to estimate rates of moving cows between

pens. Dairy 1 contributed pen movement data from two different time periods demarcated by

the dairy herd’s transition from an all Holstein to a mixed breed (Holstein and Jersey) essen-

tially acting as two dairies and hence bringing the total to five herds.

Herd managers and veterinarians were interviewed to identify the pen types and pen popu-

lation demographics including age, production and reproductive status. Although 14 pen

types were identified, cattle of the same age, production, or reproductive state were housed in

one or more physical pens. Hence cow movement rates were estimated for pen type and not

for each pen. Pen population records from the study dairies were examined by programming a

Matlab code. The code employs the optimization toolbox (with program “fmincon.m”) to esti-

mate the time intervals and calculate each cow’s unique residence time in a pen. To account

for the possibility that a cow may have been moved into a pen before the record extraction

date, 5 days were added to the beginning and end of each cow’s unique record date, respec-

tively. Subsequently, the rates of moving cows between pens were estimated as the inverse of

the pen residence times for each dairy farm.

MAP transmission models. The progression of MAP infection is embedded into each

movement model state and hence essentially in each pen’s environment. However, different

MAP transmission models were specified depending on cattle age. The mathematical models

included a Susceptible-Latent-Environment (SLE) model in pre-weaned calves (i = 1), a Sus-

ceptible-Latent-Infectious-Environment (SLIE) model for cattle from weaning to the first calv-

ing (i = 2, . . ., 6), and a Susceptible-Latent-Infectious-Super shedder -Environment (SLICE)

model for older cattle (i = 7, . . ., 14). Table 2 summarizes the variables of the above-mentioned

models according to the rate of fecal MAP shedding rate as described by [12].

A nested compartmental model to assess the efficacy of paratuberculosis control measures
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Specifically, the Susceptible (Si) animals in pen i can be exposed to the infection by direct

host-to-host contact, or indirectly by contacting the contaminated pen environment (i.e., the

pathogen load in barn surfaces denoted by Pi) or the general environment (i.e., the pathogen

load in the recycled lagoon water, commonly used to flush pen surfaces, denoted by E). The

host-to-host contact occurs when susceptible individuals come into contact with infectious

individuals including super-shedders. The exposed animals in pen i are infected, but yet to be

infectious, hence are latent and denoted by Li. As infection progresses the latently infected cat-

tle in pen i become infectious (Ii) and eventually may become super-shedders (Ci). Fig 2

Fig 2. Compartmental diagram of the Susceptible-Latent-Environment (SLE) model in preweaned calves (pen

type 1).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203190.g002

Table 2. Variables of the SLE, SLIE, and SLICE models of MAP transmission.

Parameter1 Description

Si Susceptible cattle; Cattle that have not been exposed to MAP bacteria

Li Latent cattle; Cattle exposed to MAP but cannot shed the bacilli to the

environment or transmit infection to other cattle

Ii Infectious cattle; Shedding less than 10,000 CFU/gr of feces2

Ci Super Shedder; Cattle shedding greater than 10,000 CFU/gr of feces3

Ni Total cattle population in pen i
Pi Number of infectious units4 in pen-specific environment

E Number of infectious units4 in general environment

Notes
1 Subscript i corresponds to the pen number.
2 Threshold for concentration of MAP shed in feces of super-shedder cows.
3Colony Forming Units (CFU)/gr of feces.
4 i. Each infectious unit consists of 100 CFU.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203190.t002
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depicts the MAP transmission model in preweaned calves in pen 1 of the CM model, which

distinguishes between three classes: Susceptible (Si), Latent (Li), Environment (E) here

onwards referred to as the SLE model and the corresponding system of ODEs (2) is given in S3

Appendix.

Intrauterine transmission from infected dams to their calves while rare, occurs even when

a dam is subclinical [13]. This process has been considered in SLE model (Fig 2), where a is

the proportion of the newborn calves that are born latently infected and 1-a is the remaining

susceptible proportion. Although calves are presumably more susceptible to MAP infection

compared to adult cattle [14], it is very difficult to identify infected calves due to the disease’s

prolonged latent period. Furthermore, studies suggest that MAP infected pre-weaned calves

do not commonly shed the bacterium and the disease in this age group may not necessarily

include an infectious state [15]. Hence, the SLE model assumes that the number of shedding

calves is either negligible or the amount of shedding does not sustainably influence the

transmission dynamics of JD (Fig 2). Furthermore, animals may show no clinical symptoms

of disease for years after infection [16] and diagnostic tests are not sensitive enough to

identify infected animals in this latent stage. Therefore, susceptible preweaned calves may

progress to the latent stage but may not contaminate the pen environment (i.e., P1(t) = 0 for all

t = 0).

For SLIE and SLICE models, the main assumption is that a susceptible host can become

infected after direct contact with contaminated environment, an infectious host or a super-

shedder. Infected cattle shed the MAP bacilli into their feces and hence the pen environment,

which contaminates the general environment; that infection also spreads due to the cattle mov-

ing dynamics, further exposing susceptible cattle on the dairy farm. The primary transmission

route for the disease is fecal-oral [17]. Free-living MAP can survive more than a year in the

environment [14]. In addition, MAP has been found in milk and colostrum [18], semen [19],

blood and saliva [20]. The SLIE model is considered in pens i = 1, . . ., 6 with the assumption

that calves and heifer MAP transmission do not include the super-shedding stage of MAP

infection due to their younger age (Fig 3). The SLICE model is considered in pens i = 7, . . .,

14, which includes supper-shedders. See S3 Appendix for the set of ODEs (3) corresponding to

the SLIE model.

Assembling the NC model. The progression of MAP infection at various stages of infec-

tion was incorporated within each pen of the CM model. Calf population in pen 1 is divided

into susceptible and latent individuals, with disease dynamics based on the SLE model. In Fig

1, the rates m1 and b1 represent the mean culling/all-cause mortality rate, and purchase/birth

rate, respectively. A proportion a1 of newborn calves are born latently infected and the rest

(i.e., 1- a1) are susceptible. The coefficient β1G represents the transmission rate due to exposure

to MAP in the general environment including due to recycled lagoon water from the entire

dairy and used to flush below the calf hutches, and 1/r is the duration of pathogen survival.

Use of fresh water to flush is recommended, however recycled lagoon water collected from the

parlor and flush from adult pens is sometimes used exposing calves to MAP from the remain-

ing herd [21].

Next, we embedded the SLIE model into the CM model for pens i = 2, . . ., 6 (from weaning

to calving). These pens do not include super-shedders (i.e., Ci(t) = 0 for all t� 0) due to age of

the cattle. See the compartmental diagram in Fig 3 and the set of ODEs (3) in S3 Appendix,

corresponding to the SLIE model.

Each of the rates mi, μi, bi, for i = 2, . . ., 6, represents the mean culling and all-cause mortal-

ity rate, farm animal removal rate, and purchase/birth rate, respectively. Each of the coeffi-

cients β2I, β2P, and β2G represents the transmission rate due to infectious cattle (β2I), pen

environment (β2P), and the general environment due to recycled lagoon water used to flush

A nested compartmental model to assess the efficacy of paratuberculosis control measures
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the entire dairy (β2G). Each of σ2L, σ2I, U2I, v2, and r represents infection state rates for change

from the latent stage (σ2L), infectious (σ2I), mean infectious shedding (U2I), transition rate

from a pen to the general environment (v2), and the duration of pathogen survival (r).
The SLICE model was embedded in pens i = 7, . . ., 14 (adult cattle including super-shed-

ders Ci(t) see Fig 4). Dynamics of this model is described by the system of ODEs (4) in S3

Appendix. The SLICE model represents the progression of MAP infection in the late stages of

the disease which includes Tiwari et al’s [22] description of a fourth phase being the advanced

clinical infection when cattle may show emaciation as body proteins are metabolized resulting

in death due to cachexia. Cows are usually culled before the super-shedder state, aided by

being fecal test positive with high concentrations of MAP shed in feces [22].

The assembled NC model includes the CM model with the embedded MAP transmission

models, SLE, SLIE and SLICE models, which is presented in Fig 5. The NC model is formu-

lated with three systems of ODEs (5)—(7) provided in S3 Appendix.

Control and prevention of MAP transmission. The NC model was simulated to investi-

gate the effectiveness of the MAP control and prevention strategies with respect to cattle move-

ments between the pens. The main objective was to identify the optimal combination of

Fig 3. Compartmental diagram of the Susceptible-Latent-Infectious-Environment (SLIE) model in cattle from

weaning to their first calving (pen types i = 2, . . ., 6). Dashed lines represent MAP shedding or transmission.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203190.g003
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strategies for MAP control and prevention. Five strategies for prevention and control of MAP

on dairy farms were contrasted. An explanation of these measures (control 1–5) is as follows.

1. Colostrum management: Feeding colostrum replacer (CR) vs. maternal colostrum

(MC) is expected to reduce exposure to MAP either shed in colostrum or contaminating

it at harvesting, transport or feeding to newborn calves [23].

2. Offsite heifer-rearing: Newborn calves are removed at birth with the goal of reducing

exposure of calves to MAP [24, 25]. Calves are instead raised off-site at a calf nursery with

no adult cattle or recycled lagoon water and are returned to the source dairy at an older

age such as post-weaning, breeding age, or as springers prior to their first calving.

Fig 4. Compartmental diagram of the Susceptible-Latent-Infectious-Supper Shedder-Environment (SLICE) model in adult cattle (pen types i = 7, . . ., 14).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203190.g004
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3. Intensive environmental cleaning: MAP bioburden is reduced in the environment to

decrease the natural challenge of susceptible cattle. Literature on this approach is scarce

but such a measure is employed by more frequent scraping of fecal slurry in pen floors

and power washing enclosure surfaces. Amongst examples of cleaning the environment

of calves is the practice of cleaning hutches after weaning and before newborn calves are

housed in them. Hutches are commonly cleaned by being soaking using a specially fabri-

cated sprinkler system for hours to days before being power-washed, inverted for expo-

sure to sunlight’s ultraviolet rays for days and on some premises hutches are then sprayed

using lime, also known as liming or white washing. An example of cleaning the environ-

ment of adult cattle include the scraping and cleaning of maternity pen surface either

using power washing, application of disinfectants including lime, and repacking with

Fig 5. Flow chart of the NC model of MAP transmission between pens types 1, . . ., 14 on a cattle dairy. Models

SLE, SLIE and SLICE are placed in the NC model, according to the age of the cattle.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203190.g005
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bedding material between calvings. In the NC model, the amount of pathogen concentra-

tion in the environment can be expressed as a function of the cleaning efficiency [26]. As

mathematically shown in [5, 27] an exponential pathogen reduction such as 10-fold or

more is possible for a farm that resumes/adapts a cleaning policy or uses fresh water

instead of the lagoon water.

4a. Test and cull scenario (a): This measure relies on testing dairy cows at dry off using

serum enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) on a weekly basis and culling test-

positive cows and hence affects cows in pen 12 only [28]. A sensitivity of 34.2% and speci-

ficity of 95.8% has been measured for MAP ELISA [28, 29]. We incorporated these values

in the NC model simulations related to test and cull scenario.

4b. Test and cull scenario (b): It is based on testing all the adult cows (lactating and dry)

annually using serum ELISA and hence affects cows in pens 7–14 [28] using the same

ELISA diagnostic accuracy as in strategy 4a.

5. Delayed exposure: The exposure of susceptible adult cattle to MAP infected herd mates

is delayed. This is in contrast with control 2, where exposure of susceptible calf to MAP

infected herd is prevented at birth. Estimates for such a measure were based on adult cow

infection upon introduction to an infected herd [30].

The basic reproduction number R0. The basic reproduction number, R0, is defined as the

mean number of secondary infections caused by a typical infected individual introduced into a

totally susceptible population [6, 31]. In particular, infection will gradually disappear if R0< 1;

whereas, an outbreak is expected when R0> 1. Due to the long incubation period, variable

severity and duration of clinical disease, the term “occurrence” was used instead of “outbreak”

of MAP infection. The next-generation matrix approach [6, 31, 32] was used to estimate R0
according to the NC model. Particularly, Infectious (I), General Environment (E), Pen Envi-

ronment (P), and Super-shedder (C) compartments are considered as disease compartments,

and the largest nonnegative eigenvalue of K matrix is the R0.
The SLE disease model of pre-weaned calves had the disease-free equilibrium (DFE) given

by

Si
Li
E

2

6
4

3

7
5 ¼

bi
mi

1 � a1

a1

0

2

6
4

3

7
5; b1 6¼ 0 where i = 1. Note that the SLE model does not have any

endemic equilibrium and R½SLE�0 ¼0; which implies that the DFE is stable, and there will

be no occurrence of disease in pen 1 at any time. This is due to the fact that there is no

infectious individual considered in pen 1 and the general environment can only make the indi-

viduals latent. Another way to show the above result is through the linear stability analysis of

DFE.

For the SLIE Model of MAP transmission in post-weaned, breeding, pregnant, and springer

pens, the DFE and the basic reproduction number are given by

ðSi; Li; Ii;EÞDFE ¼
bi
mi
; 0; 0; 0; 0

� �

and

R½SLIE�0 ¼
b2Is2L

ðmi þ miÞðmi þ s2LÞ
þ

bib2Pg2Is2L

miðr þ v2Þðmi þ miÞðmi þ s2LÞ
þ

bib2Gg2Is2Lv2

rmiðr þ v2Þðmi þ miÞðmi þ s2LÞ

where i = 2,. . .,6.
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Similarly, for the SLICE Model of MAP transmission in adult pens, the DFE and the basic

reproduction number are given by

ðSi; Li; Ii;Ci; EÞDFE ¼
bi
mi
; 0; 0; 0; 0

� �

and

R½SLICE�0 ¼
b3Is3L

ðmi þ s3LÞðmi þ mi þ s3LÞ
þ

b3Cs3Is3L

ðmi þ s3CÞðmi þ s3LÞðmi þ mi þ s3IÞ

þ
bib3Pðg3Imis3L þ g3Cs3Is3L þ g3Is3Cs3LÞ

miðmi þ s3CÞðmi þ s3LÞðr þ v3Þðmi þ mi þ s3IÞ
þ

bib3Gv3ðg3Imis3L þ g3Cs3Is3L þ g3Is3Cs3LÞ

rmiðmi þ s3CÞðmi þ s3LÞðr þ v3Þðmi þ mi þ s3IÞ
:

See S1 Appendix for the details of the calculations.

For the NC model, the R0 calculation was done numerically. Although full R0 expression of

the NC model was not achievable, it was possible to obtain R0 expression according to each

pen and the pens before and after it. These R0 expressions are listed as follows:

R½1�0 ¼ 0

R½2� 5�

0 ¼
b2Is2L

ðdi;jþ1 þmi þ miÞðdi;jþ1 þmi þ s2LÞ
þ

b2Pg2Is2Lðbi þ Si� 1di� 1;jÞ

ðdi;jþ1 þmiÞðr þ v2Þðdi;jþ1 þmi þ miÞðdi;jþ1 þmi þ s2LÞ

þ
b2Gg2Is2Lv2ðbi þ Si� 1di;jÞ

rðdi;jþ1 þmiÞðr þ v2Þðdi;jþ1 þmi þ miÞðdi;jþ1 þmi þ s2LÞ
;

where i, j = 2,. . .,5;di−1,j and di,j+1 are the cattle movement rates from the pen before and to the

pen after, respectively.

The remaining R0 expressions (pen 6–14) are listed in S3 Appendix. As mentioned above,

di,j is the rate of moving cattle from pen i to pen j, and i, j = 1, . . ., 14. Let di,j = 0 for all pens,

then all of the above-mentioned R0 expressions simplify such that R½1�0 ; R
½2;...;6�

0 ; and R½7;...;14�

0 cor-

respond to SLE, SLIE, and SLICE models, respectively. In that case, for each i = 2,. . .,14, if

R½i�0 > 1, then there will an occurrence of MAP. However, if R½i�0 < 1 for all i = 2, . . ., 14 does

not guarantee that the disease will die out. Therefore between-pen cattle movements can trig-

ger the occurrence and persistence of MAP infection on a dairy farm.

Global uncertainty analysis. The control measures are the strategies to control or reduce

the occurrence of MAP as reflected by the basic reproduction number of the NC model. In the

NC model, R0 has 63 parameters. To understand how R0 is affected by these parameters, we

completed a global uncertainty analysis [33]. A total of 27 combined or individual control

strategies were designed and each was simulated 50,000 times to examine their effects on prev-

alence and incidence of MAP infection and R0 value on a dairy farm of 10,000 susceptible

cows with a super shedder and an infectious cow introduced to the farm. Specifically, using

the range of parameter values in using the parameter values in Table 3, Tables B and C (see S3

Appendix), the numerical simulations of the NC model were carried out to estimate R0 values

and MAP incidence and prevalence. The simulation randomly picked numbers within the

given ranges for each parameter used to calculate R0. For each case of control strategy, 50,000

calculations of R0 values, minimum, maximum, mean, 95% confidence intervals (CI), and risk

of MAP occurrence were calculated. The risk was calculated as the fraction of the simulation

iterations, where R0 was greater than 1.

Table 3 includes the range parameter values used in the model simulations. In addition to

S2 Appendix, details of parameter estimations are provided in the rest of this section. As men-

tioned before, we assumed that the main route of MAP transmission in the calf population

(i.e., pen 1) is the through the general environment. Although there are some studies that
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consider MAP transmission from transient shedders to susceptible calves [7, 15, 33], we

assumed that the number of calf-to-calf transmission in pen 1 is negligible. Furthermore, since

the calf population is separated from the heifer and adult populations, the adult-to-calf trans-

mission rates are considered zero. As suggested in [15, 38, 43], we assumed that a portion

Table 3. Range of parameters values of mathematical models: Susceptible-Latent-Environment (SLE), Susceptible-Latent-Infectious-Environment (SLIE), and Sus-

ceptible-Latent-Infectious-Super Shedder Cow-Environment (SLICE) used in simulations for MAP transmission.

Notation Description Range of parameter

valuesa
References/source unit

Calves:

Pen 1

Heifers:

Pen 2–6

Adults:

Pen 7–14

Transmission rate

βI infectious cattle 0 0–1.79b 0–3.92c [2],[30],[34] cows/yr.

βC super shedder 0 0 0–3 [8],[33],[35] 1/yr.

[36]

βP pen environment 0 0–2 0–2 Assumed 1/yr.(CFU)

βG general environment 0–0.08d 0–0.03e 0–3 [8],[37] 1/yr.(CFU)

Stage duration

1/σL latentf N/A 0–0.33 0–0.33 [8],[38],[39] yr.

1/σI infectiousf N/A 2–10 2–10 [8],[38],[39] yr.

1/σC super shedders N/A 2–4 2–4 [8],[38],[39] yr.

Environment-related

γI avg. shedding rate of 0 0-8e3 0-1e4 [37],[40], CFU/yr.(cow)

infectious [41]

γC avg. shedding rate of 0 0 1.26e4 – [40] CFU/yr.(cow)

super shedders 1.26e6

CFU/gg

1/r duration of pathogen 0.8–1.5 0.8–1.5 0.8–1.5 [8] yr.

survival rate

ν transition rate from 0.03 – 0.04 – 0.50 – Assumed 1/yr.

pen to general 0.06 0.89 1.25

environment

α the proportion of the 0–0.15 0–0.15 0–0.17 [15],[38], unit free

calf that are infected [42]

at birth

μ farm animal removal 0–0.007 0–0.007 0–0.002 [36] 1/yr.

rate (life span of

animals, other

disease, or selling)

aParameter values were calculated per annum.
bThe upper limit of the βI range was calculated from estimates of attributable fraction in studies reported elsewhere.
cThe upper limit of the transmission coefficient βI for adult cows in pens 7 to 14 was approximated by the percent of uninfected adult cows introduced into an infected

herd and, which eventually tested positive by fecal culture for MAP.
dThe coefficient βG for transmission of MAP from the general environment to calves in pen 1 (hutches) was estimated (S2 Appendix).
eThe coefficient βG for transmission of MAP from the general environment to heifers in pens 2 through 6 was estimated based on the total number of heifers that tested

positive for MAP by fecal culture (S2 Appendix).
f10 year farm span.
gmedian = average.

Note: 1 year = 365.25 days. Further details of the approximation are given in S2 Appendix.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203190.t003
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between zero to 15% (17% in adult pens) of newborn calves become infected in the fresh/hos-

pital, maternity and calving pens (i.e., pens 7, 13 and 14). To calculate βG in the calf population

we used the values given in columns 2 and 3 of Table 1 in [37] (i.e., we used the prevalence of

infected calves 4/329 and 1/58 in two herds during three months of study period) for βG in

heifer population was estimated based on the total number of heifers that tested positive for

MAP by fecal culture ([37], Table 1, and Herds 1 to 8). The upper range was calculated by

dividing the number of test positive heifers, 3 to 24 months of age by the total number tested

[~32/1266 = 0.0256]. The estimate was assumed to be the highest annual percentage of infected

heifers since it spanned a range of 12 to 21 months of follow up and for βG in the adult popula-

tion we used the range considered in [8].

The infectious cattle transmission rate βI in the heifer population is adopted from [8]. How-

ever, βI in the adult population is calculated from the values provided in columns 3 and 4 of

Table 2 in [30]. The value of βC in the calf and heifer population is considered zero due to the

fact that the super-shedders are only considered in the adult population. The values of βP may

vary considerably, depending on the quality of cleaning practices (e.g., scraping and power

wash). The ranges of stage durations 1/σL, 1/σI and 1/σC are mainly adopted from the previous

studies [16, 38, 39]. The average shedding rate of infectious cattle in the heifer and adult popu-

lation is obtained from our clinical study [12] and the work by Bolton et al. [37]. Duration of

pathogen survival is considered the same for all pens. Most studies do not characterize the

duration based on the host population. We therefore considered a range of 0.8 to 1.5 year as

suggested by Magonbedze et al. [8]. Pathogen transmission rate from pen environments to the

general environment may vary based on the age group due to the amount of manure produced

by each age group. We assumed larger values for adult populations compared to heifer and calf

populations. The animal removal rates vary from farm to farm, but it is known that the rates

are higher in the calf and heifer populations. We adopted the same range of values used in

[36].

Historical computerized dairy farm records with information on cattle IDs in each of the

farms’ pens were obtained with the herd veterinarians’ and farm owners’ permission and no

animals were enrolled for the purpose of the current study.

Results

Analysis of cow movement data

Dairy herd movement records exported from each study herd included cow identification

numbers, date of record and pen location in Table A (see S3 Appendix), for a snapshot of the

dairy farm data from 2011 to 2015. Some dairies had intervals of missing data for one or more

pens, the latter could be due to the dairy management not utilizing such a pen or pens, or sim-

ply due to missing backups at regular intervals. The missing data was removed from the study.

As summarized in Table 4, the cattle movement data of four dairy farms were used in this

Table 4. The mean number of cattle of all ages on dairy farms over a 5-year period based on dairy herd movement records.

Dataset 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Total

Farm 1 14,433 9,540 NAa 12,830 10,383 47,186

Farm 2 16,016 11,288 10,535 11,155 9,819 58,813

Farm 3 NAa NAa 5,942 5,169 4,110 15,221

Farm 4 2,496 2,359 2,311 2,407 1,902 11,475

Total 32,945 23,187 18,788 31,561 26,214 132,695

aBackup of the records during that period not available (NA)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203190.t004
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study. Farm 1 contributed records from 01/07/11 through 04/10/15 with data missing during

the change of its breed make up between 02/01/12 through 12/31/13 interval resulting in herds

1(a) and 1(b) of Holsteins and Holstein Jersey mix breeds, respectively. Particularly, we

divided the data of Farm1 into two parts and excluded the interval with missing data. Farm 2

had pen residence records from 01/07/11 through 05/26/15. At the pen level, both Farm 1 and

Farm 2 had data on cows residing in pens 1 through 13, but not pen 14 due to the transitory

nature of cows moved into the maternity pen at calving only. Farm 3 contributed data from

06/15/13 through 05/13/15 on cow movements between pens 2, 3, 4, 7, . . ., 13 with no data

recorded from pens 1, 5, and 14. Farm 4 records were the most completely recorded data for

the herd of 4,604 cows. The data was complete for the period from 01/18/11 through 06/02/15

and it includes cow movement data for pens 1 through 14. Farms 1 and 2 have substantially

higher numbers of cows than the other farms. Using Matlab optimization toolbox the CM

model (1) was fitted to the movement data of each farm. The model fitting resulted the esti-

mated rates of moving cows between pens (i to j) on 4 dairy farms. These di,j rates are pre-

sented in Table B (see S3 Appendix). Tables D and E summarize the number of observations

and the number of between-pen movements for all farms, respectively (S3 Appendix).

Effectiveness of JD control measures. In summary, serum ELISA test and cull is the most

effective single control measure in reducing MAP infection. By far the best outcome is

obtained by combining three control measures of test and cull, cleaning, and isolating calves

and heifers from the herd. The risk of MAP occurrence was calculated by dividing the number

of iterations with R0 greater than one by total number of iterations that R0 has been calculated.

When we compare the no control option versus all combined control strategies, the risk of

MAP occurrence in dairy cattle drops from 82% to 42% and the mean R0 value drops from

3.92 to 0.89. Although this demonstrates a very effective approach to JD management on a

dairy farm, it reveals that the MAP occurrence risk is not eliminated even though that all con-

trol measures are simultaneously applied.

Despite 42% risk of MAP occurrence, simulations of a MAP infected herd showed that

employing all control measures reduced mean prevalence of MAP below 0.02% in calves and

heifers, and mean prevalence in adult cows of 1.05% over ten years. Hence complete eradica-

tion of MAP was not possible, despite the fact that the prevalence and incidence of MAP were

extremely low in the window of ten years.

Table 5 summarizes results of the NC model simulations assuming that each control mea-

sure separately applied to a dairy farm. S1 Fig depicts the distributions of R0 values. In each

panel, the curve represents the fitted generalized extreme value distribution. See Table F (S3

Appendix) for the estimated sigma and mean values. In the absence of any control measures,

identified as Control 0 in Table 5, the mean R0 value was 3.92 and with a long tail in the fre-

quency plot such that it exceeded R0 = 20. The numerical simulations indicated that none of

the controls were individually effective and hence they each failed to reduce the mean R0 values

to below 1. In this regard, the top three measures were controls 4b, 3 and 4a with the mean R0
values of 1.31, 1.51, and 2.11, respectively.

Table 6 summarizes statistics of R0 values for MAP transmission under all possible binary

combinations of the control measures. Also, S2 and S3 Figs shows the related R0 distributions.

Although the mean R0 values was reduced from 3.92 to 3.85 but the combination of controls 1

and 2 were not successful in reducing the risk of infection and hence MAP transmission. Con-

trol measure 4a, weekly test and cull of cows at dry-off (pen 12), and 4b, annual test and cull of

adult cows (pens 7–14) made up the most effective binary combination control measure, while

a combination of Control 3 with Control 4a or 4b was the second most effective combination

control measure. Nevertheless, none of these binary combinations reduced the mean R0 value

below one. However, as shown in Table 6 the risk significantly dropped in the cases in which
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test and cull (i.e., Control 4a or 4b) was combined with a control measure other than controls

1 or 2 (see S3 Appendix for more details of distribution curves and the related probability den-

sity functions). In the best case scenario, the risk of MAP occurrence decreased from 81%

(control 0) to 47% (controls 4a and 4b). Also, in all cases the mean R0 value was greater than 1,

which indicates that JD will gradually spread in the herd.

Although risk of MAP infection decreased with triple and all control measures, the risk was

not eliminated and remained non-zero. In particular, as shown in Table 7, the risk of MAP

infection decreased from 81% (control 0) to 42% (controls 3, 4a and 4b) and the mean R0 value

decreased from 3.92 to 0.89. From the most effective to the least, the combined measures with

Table 5. Descriptive statistics for R0, the basic reproduction number, for MAP transmission simulated using a NC model for single control measures applied to a

dairy cattle herd.

Control measurea Basic reproduction number (R0) Risk of occurrence

Mean Min Max 95% CI

0 3.92 0 20.33 3.89–3.96 0.81

1 3.91 0 20.28 3.88–3.95 0.81

2 3.86 0 20.07 3.82–3.89 0.81

3 1.51 0 4.50 1.50–1.52 0.64

4a 2.11 0 7.16 2.09–2.12 0.74

4b 1.31 0 3.33 1.31–1.32 0.60

5 3.78 0 19.69 3.75–3.82 0.81

aRisk is the proportion of the number of times that R0 was greater than 1.

Control measure: 0 = No control measure; 1 = Colostrum management feeding colostrum replacer (CR) vs. maternal colostrum (MC); 2 = Offsite heifer-rearing;

3 = Reducing MAP bioburden in the environment by10-fold by scraping fecal slurry on hard surfaces or power washing; 4 = test and cull, scenario a: testing at dry off on

a weekly basis and culling test-positive cows; scenario b = testing all the adult cows (lactating and dry) annually; 5 = Delaying exposure to infected cows at adult hood.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203190.t005

Table 6. Descriptive statistics for R0, the basic reproduction number, for MAP transmission simulated using the NC model for binary combinations of control mea-

sures in a dairy cattle herd.

Control measurea Basic reproduction number (R0) Risk of occurrence

Mean Min Max 95% CI

1 & 2 3.85 0 20.05 3.82–3.89 0.81

1 & 5 3.78 0 19.64 3.74–3.81 0.81

2 & 5 3.78 0 19.69 3.75–3.82 0.81

1 & 4a 2.10 0 7.14 2.09–2.11 0.73

2 & 4a 2.06 0 7.00 2.05–2.08 0.73

3 & 5 2.02 0 6.83 2.00–2.03 0.72

5 & 4a 2.02 0 6.83 2.00–2.03 0.72

1 & 3 1.50 0 4.49 1.49–1.50 0.63

2 & 3 1.49 0 4.49 1.48–1.50 0.63

1 & 4b 1.30 0 3.32 1.29–1.31 0.59

2 & 4b 1.29 0 3.31 1.28–1.30 0.59

5 & 4b 1.27 0 3.28 1.27–1.28 0.59

3 & 4b 1.21 0 3.01 1.21–1.22 0.56

3 & 4a 1.09 0 2.52 1.09–1.10 0.51

4a & 4b 1.01 0 2.22 1.01–1.02 0.47

aSee the description of control measures in the footnote of Table 5.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203190.t006
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mean R0 values less than 1 are controls All, (3 & 4a & 4b), (5 & 4a & 4b), and (2 & 4a & 4b),

with mean R0 values of 0.898, 0.94, 0.95, and 0.97, respectively (Table 7; see also S2 Fig).

Hence, on average, a farm that employs all control measures, or a combination of the three

control measures should remain or gradually become disease free. However, there is still more

than 40% risk of MAP infection remaining in the herd. In a similar manner, prevalence and

incidence of MAP infection were estimated based on simulations for applying single control

measures. Fig 6 represents the asymptotic behavior of MAP infection prevalence and incidence

in a dairy farm. Namely, the curves were obtained by taking the mean values of 50,000 NC

model simulations for a long period of time (t = 1,000 years).

For each simulation, a super shedder and an infected cow are initially introduced to the

herd. It can be seen that control 4b (i.e., annual test and cull of adult cows) was the most

Table 7. Min, max, mean, risk, 95% CI for best triple and all combinations of control measures.

Control measurea Basic reproduction number (R0) Risk of occurrence

Mean Min Max 95% CI

2 & 4a & 4b 0.97 0 2.17 0.96–0.98 0.45

5 & 4a & 4b 0.95 0 2.15 0.94–0.96 0.45

3 & 4a & 4b 0.94 0 2.04 0.93–0.95 0.42

All 0.898 0 2.03 0.89–0.91 0.42

aSee the description of control measures in the footnote of Table 5.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203190.t007

Fig 6. Asymptotic behavior of MAP prevalence and incidence simulated with the NC model. The curves are the mean values of 50,000 simulations. The first column

corresponds to a dairy cattle herd without any implemented control measure (control 0). The second and third columns correspond to a dairy cattle herd under single

control measures 1–5. Despite significant reductions/slowdowns in the incidence and prevalence, none of the single control measures were capable of eradicating the

infection.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203190.g006
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successful method in the population of adult cows. Control 3 (i.e., intensive environmental

cleaning) could effectively slow down the increase of incidence and prevalence in calf and

heifer populations. It should also be noted that control 5, which was designed for delaying the

exposure of calves and heifers to infected cows, was the most effective method in the calf and

heifer population to keep both prevalence and incidence low. This is despite the fact that con-

trol 5 had a poor efficacy of 81% risk of MAP occurrence (Table 5).

Details of the asymptotic values associated with the single measures can be found in Table F

(S3 Appendix). Further simulations indicated that a combination of test and cull (i.e. control

4a or 4b) with control 1 (i.e. Colostrum management) did not reduce the incidence and preva-

lence in the calf and heifer populations due to the fact that test and cull is rarely applied to calf

and heifer pens.

We also calculated the range of the mean prevalence and incidence estimates in a practical

time period (i.e., in the interval of 10 years) using 50,000 NC model simulations. These values

are presented in Table 8, where control 5 is still the best control measure in the population of

calves and heifers. In the population of adult cows there was no single control measure, which

was superior to all other measures.

Hence, we investigated the prevalence and the incidence for the cases that more than one

measure was employed. Namely, the results of combined control measures are presented in

Table 9 showing that the mean prevalence and incidence estimates were substantially less in

the calf and heifer populations. Moreover, the binary controls 3 and 4 are ineffective in calf

and heifer populations, but they are effective in adult populations. NC model simulations for

calves and heifer populations with the combination of double control measures 1 & 5, 2 & 5, 3

& 5, 5 & 4a, 5 & 4b (Table 9), result in prevalence estimates below 0.01% (one out of 10,000

cows), which is an important result that a disease-free herd can remain disease free, under two

assumptions. First, extremely low number of infectious cow or supper shedder (n< 5) are

accidently introduced to the herd.

Second, a combination of the above-mentioned control measures is strictly implemented. A

common control measure among these effective combinations is control measure 5 under

which calves are born and raised in uninfected herds delaying to exposure to infected cattle.

Despite being a different scenario, such Estimates may serve as a conservative (worst case) sce-

nario resulting in a prevalence of 0.008% (less than 1 in 10,000) estimated in the heifer popula-

tion, making it the most effective measure in this age group. The next most effective control

Table 8. Mean range weekly incidence and prevalence (%) of MAP transmission when single control measures are applied for a period of 10 years.

Control measuresa Prevalence (%)

0–10 yrs.

Number of weekly incidence

0–10 yrs.

Calves and Heifers:

Pen 1–6

Adults:

Pen 7–14

Calves and Heifers: Pen 1–6 Adults:

Pen 7–14

Mean rangeb Mean range Mean range Mean range

0 0–20.63 0.26–87.74 0.08–10.39 1.54–12.71

1 0–0.33 0.19–1.09 0–0.13 0.06–0.34

2 0–0.08 0.25–1.07 0–0.03 0.09–0.48

3 0–0.32 0.28–1.13 0–0.005 0.001–0.01

4a 0–0.36 0.32–1.27 0–0.006 0.001–0.01

4b 0–0.11 0.65–1.65 0–0.04 0.06–0.13

5 0–0.008 0.29–1.22 0–0.003 0.10–0.40

aSee the description of control measures in the footnote of Table 5.
bMean range indicates the range of mean values of 50,000 NC model simulations for each of controls 0–5 in the interval of 10 years.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203190.t008
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measure in calves and heifers were combinations with controls 2 (i.e., 1 & 2, 2 & 3, 2 & 4a, and

2 & 4b) resulting in a prevalence of 0.07% (7 out of 10,000). All of these combinations included

control 2 (off-site heifer rearing) where exposure of calves to MAP infection is avoided starting

at birth by relocated them off-site before being returned to their source herd as springers.

Although the offsite nursery prevents contact between the calves and adult cattle, the environ-

ment in the off-site nursery pens may be contaminated by lagoon water in case of recycling

flush water; and therefore, a mean of 0.07% prevalence is expected. Nevertheless, the simula-

tions suggested that control 2 was the second best measure to reduce the JD prevalence in the

calf and heifer populations.

The mean incidence and prevalence values were extremely low due to the fact that the

model simulations assumed that only one super-shedder adult cow and another infected adult

cow were introduced into the herd in pen 10 and pen 8, respectively and followed for 10 years.

Similar results were obtained when small numbers (i.e. n� 5) of infected cows and super-

shedders were introduced into a herd of 10,000 cows. This indicates that the illustrated results

are consistent for small numbers of infectious cows and supper shedders initially introduced

to the herd.

In the population of adult cows, controls 2 & 4a, 2 & 4b, 3 & 4b, 5 & 4b, 4a & 4b (Table 9),

and all controls combined (Table 10) result in a MAP prevalence of 0.52%. Measures 4a (weekly

test and cull of dry cows) or 4b (annual test and cull of adult cattle) are common to all the adult

cattle effective control measures. Hence an effective way to reduce MAP prevalence in the adult

cow population is test and cull of test-positive cattle. However, control 4a was more effective

than 4b (Table 8) resulting in a MAP prevalence of 0.61% and 0.98%, respectively.

Table 10 shows the number of weekly incidence and the mean MAP prevalence for the

most effective triple combination control measures and all of the control measures by the end

Table 9. Mean weekly incidence and prevalence (%) of MAP transmission when binary control measures are applied for a period of 10 years.

Control measuresa Prevalence (%)

0–10 yrs.

Number of weekly incidence

0–10 yrs.

Calves/heifers Adults: Calves/heifers: Adults:

Pen 1–6 Pen 7–14 Pen 1–6 Pen 7–14

Mean rangeb Mean range Mean range Mean range

1 & 2 0–0.06 0.60–1.52 0–0.02 0–0.02

1 & 3 0–0.27 0.25–1.11 0–0.10 0.08–0.39

1 & 4a 0–0.32 0.28–1.22 0–0.13 0.06–0.18

1 & 4b 0–0.33 0.18–1.04 0–0.11 0.06–0.30

1 & 5 0–0.01 0.26–1.15 0–0.01 0.08–0.36

2 &3 0–0.06 0.60–1.49 0–0.02 0.06–0.13

2 & 4a 0–0.05 0.25–1.12 0–0.02 0.08–0.41

2 & 4b 0–0.07 0.20–1.04 0–0.02 0.11–0.56

2 & 5 0–0.02 0.24–1.10 0–0.01 0.06–0.49

3 & 4a 0–0.36 0.26–1.17 0–0.13 0.09–0.43

3 & 4b 0–0.35 0.28–1.13 0–0.13 0.06–0.24

3 & 5 0–0.02 0.33–1.18 0–0.01 0.08–0.43

4a & 4b 0–0.07 0.23–1.11 0–0.03 0.12–0.38

5 & 4a 0–0.01 0.26–1.15 0–0.004 0.08–0.36

5 & 4b 0–0.01 0.19–1.03 0–0.004 0.06–0.30

aSee the description of control measures in Table 5.
b Mean range indicates the range of mean values of 50,000 NC model simulations for each case of binary controls 1&2–5&4b in the interval of 10 years.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203190.t009
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of year 10 for calves and heifers were 5 & 4a & 4b (up to 0.01%); and for adult cows is seen

with 3 & 4a & 4b (up to 1.01%). Simulating all the control measures results in the mean MAP

prevalence by year 10 in calves and heifers of 0.009% (less than one in 10,000) and in adult

cows 1.04%.

Conclusions

The simulation results indicate that no single control measure was sufficient to prevent

increase in incidence of JD; however, Control 4b (i.e., test and cull of adult cattle in a dairy

herd annually) resulted in the best single control measure. The most effective combination of

binary control measures was produced by controls 4a annual test and cull of adult cows (pens

7–14) and 4b (i.e., weekly test and cull of cows at dry-off cows, pen 12).

The overall risk of MAP occurrence was substantially reduced when test and cull was com-

bined with intensive enclosure cleaning to reduce MAP concentration in the environment.

Particularly, the best triple control measures resulted when combining Controls 3, 4a and 4b,

which combined increased scraping of fecal slurry on solid surfaces in the dairy and /or power

washing by 10-fold to reduce the environmental pathogen load, while also testing and culling

dry-off cows on weekly basis and adult cattle annually. A farm that employs all control mea-

sures or a combination of these three control measures has the minimum risk of JD occur-

rence. It also has extremely prevalence and incidence provided that the number of infectious

cow and supper shedder added to the herd is very small (i.e., less than 5 in a population of

10,000 cows).

Finally, it should be noted that these results can be expected if the dairy manager adheres to

a cattle movement pattern between pens which maintains a degree of isolation between calves

and cows and within the cow population as illustrated in the Cattle Movement diagram. Pur-

posefully moving cattle between pens in a prescribed sequence changes the contact patterns

between susceptible and infected cows beyond the assumption of random mixing inherent in

infectious disease models. Cattle movement management is integral to the effectiveness of

MAP control measures and changes to this system can modify the anticipated success of the

control measures.

Limitations of the study

Modeling JD with effects of vaccination has been addressed in previous works (see for example

[15, 33]). In the present study, we did not investigate the effects of vaccination in our modeling

and numerical simulations. Vaccination has its own shortcomings and is not practiced on sev-

eral dairy farms. Previous research has shown that exposure to MAP vaccines or M. avium

Table 10. Mean weekly prevalence and incidence (%) of MAP transmission when triple and all control measures are applied for a period of 10 years.

Control

measurea
Prevalence (%)

0–10 yrs.

Weekly incidence

0–10 yrs.

Calves and heifers:

Pen 1–6

Adults: Pen 7–14 Calves and heifers:

Pen 1–6

Adults:

Pen 7–14

Mean range Mean range Mean range Mean range

2 & 4a & 4b 0–0.05 0.31–1.14 0–0.02 0.08–0.25

3 & 4a & 4b 0–0.07 0.23–1.01 0–0.024 0.12–0.65

5 & 4a & 4b 0–0.01 0.41–1.35 0–0.004 0.07–0.23

All 0–0.009 0.23–1.04 0–0.004 0.11–0.29

aSee the description of control measures in Table 5.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203190.t010
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antigens can result in false positive tuberculosis tests, which is a concern for herds in TB free

states and specifically those that commonly transport cattle across state lines [43, 44, 45, 46].

Furthermore, no vaccine has been developed to fully protect calves [33]. There is currently no

available approved treatment in food animals once an animal has contracted the MAP infec-

tion. For such reasons vaccinating against MAP is not widely practiced and hence was not con-

sidered in the current model.

In the present work we assumed that the amount of shedding in the calf population does

not sustainably influence the transmission dynamics of JD, i.e., γC = 0 for pen 1 (Table 3). Nev-

ertheless, this could be oversimplifying assumption in cases that the shedding rate is greater

than a critical value.

Although the simulation result indicate that test and cull can be an effective control mea-

sure, there are two major concerns regarding test and cull. First, test and cull result is an imme-

diate economic loss, which may not be recovered for a long period. Second, diagnostic tests to

identify infected cows (e.g., ELISA-based JD control) often have low sensitivities and are often

costly to apply routinely. Therefore, the efficacy of test and cull substantially varies based on

the frequency and sensitivity of the test. There are simulating models [14, 33, 47] and field [16,

48] studies that aim to determine the optimal culling rate in different herds based on the long-

term profitability of the control measure. However, more data and model simulations are

needed to develop reliable, effective and profitable JD control programs.

It should be noted that the data related to this study is from California dairies. Hence, the

outcomes of current study may not necessarily apply to non-intensive dairy systems elsewhere

in the US and the world. However, for dairies that manage cows in housing units and groups

similar to the study dairies our findings may apply in terms of effectiveness of control mea-

sures and what may be expected in reduction of MAP transmission. Another limitation of the

current study as with other mathematical modeling studies and specifically those modeling

MAP transmission is the lack of precise transmission rates and other inputs needed by the

model. Such model inputs require specifically designed studies that can limit variability and

target the specific rate of interest. However, MAP’s chronicity increases the duration of such

studies which may translate to increase in cost in addition to prolonged duration of studies

and potential for loss of follow up of study animals given other competing risks. To address

these limitations, the current study identified several key assumptions that can be justified to

utilize ranges of transmission rates from previous works (Table 4 and S2 Appendix).

Additional remarks

Investigating the optimal use of the cattle movement model with additional controls can bene-

fit from these findings as the data shows that test and cull strategies seem to give the best out-

come for R0. When test and cull is applied in pens 7 through 14 we see the most desirable

outcome. While the primary goal of this work was to determine the efficacy of control mea-

sures using a NC model applied to JD on dairy farms, such models could also be employed to

explore impacts on other animals and potentially applied to other diseases.

Supporting information

S1 Fig. Frequency distribution histograms of the basic reproduction number R0, and fitted

generalized extreme value distribution curves. The top six panels correspond to single con-

trol measures 1–5 and the bottom panel relates to control 0 (i.e., a farm without any imple-

mented control measure). The R0 values were calculated with 50,000 runs of the NC model.

Controls 3, 4a and 4b resulted in substantially less R0 values of 1.51, 2.11, 1.31 and the calcu-

lated risks of 0.64, 0.74, and 0.60%, respectively. Note that control 4b (test and cull all the adult
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cows (lactating and dry) annually) is the most effective single control measure.

(TIF)

S2 Fig. R0 frequency distributions related to various binary control measures and the case

of control 0 (i.e., a farm without any implemented control measure). A combination of con-

trols 4a & 4b (4a is testing at dry off on a weekly basis and culling test-positive cows; 4b is test

and cull all the adult cows (lactating and dry) annually), was the most effective binary control

measure with the descriptive statistics of R0 values of 1.01 and the calculated risks of 0.47%.

(TIF)

S3 Fig. R0 frequency distributions of combined control measures. In all cases, the estimated

R0 values exceed one, which indicates that the risk of infection remains greater than zero even

though that all control measures have been implemented. See Table 7 for descriptive statistics

of R0 values and the calculated risks.

(TIF)

S1 Appendix. R0 Calculations.

(DOCX)

S2 Appendix. Details of the upper limit calculation of the transmission rate.

(DOCX)

S3 Appendix. Supplementary Information including Summary of data collection and model

formulations (Table A), R0 expressions for the NC model (pen 6–14), Estimated parameter val-

ues of the CM model (Tables B-C), Number observations and between-pen movements

(Tables D-E), and Estimated sigma and mean values with 95% CI (Table F).

(DOCX)

S4 Appendix. Supplementary data files—Farm 1a, 1b, 2, 3, 3 data.

(XLSX)
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